Agenda

1. Introduction of new UIT associate directors
2. Student computer lab usage data dictionary
3. Options for moving faculty to O365
4. Introducing UCloud, the U’s new hybrid cloud service
5. UConnect on RFC 1918 space revisited
6. Open floor
7. Adjourn
1. Introduction of new UIT associate directors

Chief Information Security Officer Randy Arvay will introduce Chris Stucker as the new associate director of Identity and Access Management. Stucker is a familiar face, having served as the ANTC representative for Facilities.

You can find more information about him in this UIT article.

Network and Communications Infrastructure Director Mike Ekstrom will introduce James Rice as the new Unified Communications associate director.

You can find more information about James in this UIT article.

The overall UIT organizational chart can be found here.
2. Student computer lab usage data dictionary

The lab statistics group will share the results of this year’s efforts. Jon Thomas will discuss a request by the Teaching & Learning Portfolio to convene a student computer lab usage data dictionary working group to better define the statistics being gathered.
3. Options for moving faculty to O365

There have been some requests to moving faculty email accounts to O365 cloud-based email from on-premise email. Mike Ekstrom and Dave Packham will discuss the options for doing this, as well as any issues that may happen as a result.
4. Introducing UCloud, the U’s new hybrid cloud service

Chief Technology Officer Jim Livingston will introduce UCloud, the U's new hybrid cloud service. Topics will include:

· A description of the UCloud service
· What will be orderable via a self-service portal
· Changes customers will notice in the ordering process re: network provisioning, storage, and pricing
· UCloud automation capabilities
· Advantages of UCloud over public cloud products
· An update about UIT’s traditional cloud services

This is an update on the topic of hybrid cloud services at the U, which has been discussed in previous ANTC meetings.
5. UConnect on RFC 1918 space revisited

Trevor Long will bring back the topic of moving UConnect to private IP space with updated information from the network architecture community of practice.
6. Open floor

Any issues that need to be discussed here publicly before we next meet?